Abstract. Let PConf n M be the configuration space of ordered n-tuples of distinct points on a smooth manifold M admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field. We show that the i th cohomology group with coefficients in a field H i (PConf n M, k) is an N -module, where N is the category of noncommutative finite sets introduced by Pirashvili and Richter [PR02]. Studying the representation theory of N , we obtain new polynomiality results for the cohomology groups H i (PConf n M, k). In the case of unordered configuration space Conf n M = (PConf n M )/Sn and rational coefficients, we show that cohomology dimension is nondecreasing: dim
If M is a smooth manifold, we denote by Conf n M the configuration space parametrizing unordered n-tuples (p 1 , . . . , p n ) of distinct points in M . By PConf n M , the pure or ordered configuration space, we mean the space parametrizing ordered n-tuples of distinct points; this space thus carries a free action of S n , the quotient by which is Conf n M . There is a large existing literature concerning homological stability for configuration spaces. A foundational result of Arnol'd gives an explicit description of the cohomology of PConf n R 2 [Arn69] . Cohen provides a similar result for PConf n R m [Coh88] . The case of open manifolds M goes back to work of McDuff and Segal [McD75] [ Seg74] , who study the unordered case. Later work of Church, Farb, Nagpal, and the first author [CEFN12] provides a detailed account of symmetric group characters in cohomology in the ordered case. They show that these characters are polynomial in a certain sense. Their work relies on an FI#-structure on PConf n M that introduces points "from infinity." For closed manifolds, there may be topological obstructions to introducing points. Nevertheless, in [Chu12] , Church proves that characters appearing in the cohomology of configuration spaces with rational coefficients are eventually polynomial using "representation stability" phenomena in the spirit of [CF13] . A subsequent proof of eventual polynomiality using the FI op -structure on PConf n M appears in [CEF15] . More traditional proofs have now appeared: see [RW13] and [Knu14] .
Another way to add points to a configuration on a closed manifold appears in recent work of Cantero-Palmer [CP14] and Berrick, Cohen, Wong, and Wu [BCWW06] ; the idea is to introduce new points infinitesimally near old points. These constructions rely on the existence of a nowhere-vanishing vector field on M .
The main contribution of the present paper is to use this geometric information associated with M -namely, the existence of a nowhere-vanishing vector field, or multiple such fields -to improve eventual polynomiality to immediate polynomiality for some closed manifolds, via consideration of the natural module structures enjoyed by the cohomology of the configuration spaces of such a manifold.
We recall the category of non-commutative finite sets N introduced by Pirashvili and Richter in [PR02] . The objects of N are finite sets; the morphisms are finite set maps together with a linear ordering on each fiber. Given two such morphisms,
their composite consists of the composite of the underlying finite set maps, together with induced total orders
If C is a category, a C-module (or C-representation) is a functor from C to k-vector spaces for some field k; morphisms of C-modules are natural transformations. We say a C-module V is finitely generated if there is a finite list of vectors v i ∈ V c i so that no proper C-submodule of V contains all the v i . Theorem 1. Let M be an orientable, smooth, connected manifold of dimension at least 2 admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field, and let k be a field. Then, for every i, the assignment {1, 2, . . . , n} → H i (PConf n M, k) extends to a finitely generated N -module over the field k. Remark 3. We have a forgetful functor φ : N −→ F to the more familiar category of finite sets that sends a map to its underlying set map. We will see in Theorem 14 that when M is a manifold admitting two vector fields which are everywhere linearly independent, the N -module structure on the cohomology of the pure configuration spaces of M actually descends to an F-module structure.
Remark 4. We have another useful functor ψ : ∆ −→ N from the category of nonempty finite linear orders and weakly monotone functions. Indeed, any fiber of a monotone function inherits a natural ordering from the domain, and these orderings are compatible. It follows that any N -representation can be restricted to a ∆-representation (∆-representations are more commonly known as cosimplicial vector spaces).
Corollary 5. Let M be an orientable, smooth, connected manifold of dimension at least 2 admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field. Then, for each i, there exists a polynomial P i such that
for all n > 0. The degree of P i is at most i if dim M ≥ 3, and at most 2i if dim M = 2.
Remark 6. That (1) holds for all n sufficiently large relative to i is proved in [CEFN12, Theorem 1.10]. When M is an open manifold, it is shown in [CEF15] that H i (PConf n M, k) carries a different structure, that of an FI#-module; it follows that the identity (1) holds for all non-negative n, zero included. So the present result is of interest primarily for closed manifolds M . In this case, (1) need not hold for n = 0; for instance, when M = S 3 , we have that dim
for all n > 0, but obviously not for n = 0. (See e.g. [CT78, Theorem 3].) To see that some hypothesis on M is necessary, note that
for all n ≥ 3, but this is evidently not the case for n = 1, 2.
In fact, the conclusion of Corollary 5 does not require the full N -module structure on the cohomology of configuration space; it uses only the fact that the sequence of spaces H i (PConf n M ) forms a cosimplicial vector space, as follows immediately from the constructions of [BCWW06] , as we will explain in Remark 16. However, the extra structure on cohomology allows us to control not only the dimension of the cohomology group, but its structure as a representation of S n . By a character polynomial, following the notation of [CEF15] , we mean a polynomial in the formal variables X 1 , X 2 , . . .; a character polynomial can be interpreted as a character of S n for every n by taking X j (σ) to be the number of j-cycles in the cycle decomposition of σ. (In particular, X j is identically 0 on S n when n < j.) The variable X j is considered to have degree j.
Corollary 7. Let M be an orientable, smooth, connected manifold of dimension at least 2 admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field. Then, for each i, there exists a character polynomial P i such that the character of S n acting on H i (PConf n M, Q) agrees with P i for all n > 0. The degree of P i is at most i if dim M ≥ 3, and at most 2i if dim M = 2.
We note that Corollary 5 (for rational coefficients) follows immediately from Corollary 7 by evaluating P i at (X 1 , X 2 , . . .) = (n, 0, . . .).
As in Remark 6, the novelty of Corollary 5 lies in the uniformity of the bound for closed manifolds M ; we already have from [CEF15, Theorem 1.8] that the character of the representation H i (PConf n M, Q) is given by a character polynomial for n large enough relative to i, and for all n when M is open.
The following two corollaries concern rational cohomology of unordered configuration spaces on manifolds with a nonvanishing vector field. The first is a nondecreasing statement for Betti numbers as the number of points grows:
Corollary 8. Let M be a smooth manifold admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field. Then, unordered configuration space
The next corollary concerns the "replication maps" between configuration spaces defined by Cantero-Palmer [CP14] ; this map replaces each of the n points in a configuration with m nearby points spaced out along a short ray in the direction of the nowhere-vanishing vector field. They show that these maps induce isomorphisms in cohomology groups. We provide a new proof of [CP14, Theorem B] in the special case of Q coefficients.
Corollary 9. Let M be an oriented, connected smooth manifold of dimension at least 2, admitting a nowhere-vanishing vector field. Then, for n large enough relative to i (if dim M = 2, when n ≥ 2i; otherwise when n ≥ i) and any m ≥ 1, the replication map
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1. Representation theory of N As we develop the representation theory of N , we will be able to deduce Corollaries 5, 7, 8, and 9 from Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 appears in §2.
The simplex category ∆ is the category of finite, non-empty, totally-ordered sets with weakly monotone maps. We use the symbol [n] = {1, . . . , n} to denote the usual ordered set with n elements. Lemma 10 below is an elementary consequence of the classical Dold-Kan correspondence; see [Dol58] Proof of Corollary 5 on polynomiality of dimensions. For any p ∈ N, the dimension sequence of a basic projective N -representation k · N ([p], −) is bounded above by a polynomial, so the Dold-Kan representation Lemma 10 gives that it is finite length when restricted to ∆. Any finitely generated N -representation is a quotient of a finite sum of these basic projectives; in particular, the N -representation H i (PConf n M, k) is such a quotient by Theorem 1. Reapplying Lemma 10 proves Corollary 5. For the bound on degree, we recall from [CEF15, Th 6.3.1, Rem 6.3.3] that H i (PConf n M, k) is bounded above by a polynomial of degree i when dim M ≥ 3, or 2i, if dim M = 2. The proof there has a running assumption that k has characteristic 0, but if only an upper bound is desired, that condition is superfluous; the proof uses a filtration of H i (PConf n M, k) by the E ∞ page of a spectral sequence constructed by Totaro, whose entries are shown in the proof of [CEF15, Th 6.3.1] to have dimension bounded above by a polynomial of degree i (resp. 2i), and this spectral sequence doesn't require rational coefficients.
Theorem 11. An N -representation is finitely generated if and only if it is finite length.
Proof. We will show that every finitely generated N -representation restricts to a finite length ∆-representation; since any nontrivial inclusion of N -representations is in particular a nontrivial inclusion of ∆-representations, the theorem follows. Every finitely generated N -representation is a quotient of a finite sum of representations of the form k ·N ([p], −) for various p ∈ N, so it suffices to prove the theorem on these basic projectives. As before, the dimension 
, and the claim is proved.
Corollary 13. If the field k has characteristic zero, the character of any finitely generated N -representation V is a polynomial in the cycle-counts X 1 , X 2 , . . . for all n > 0. Proof of Corollary 7 on polynomiality of characters. By Theorem 1, the N -representation H i (PConf n (M ), Q) is finitely generated. It follows from Corollary 13 that its character is given by a polynomial in the cycle-counts. The bound on degree is proved as in the proof of Corollary 5.
Proof of Corollaries 8 and 9 on cohomology of unordered configuration spaces. Working with rational coefficients,
Following the notation of [WG14] , the only simple N -representations in which trivial S n -representations appear are those denoted D 0 , D 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , . . ., which we now describe explicitly.
A basis for
, provided φ(f )(S) still has k elements; if φ(f )(S) has fewer than k elements, then S → 0. In particular, dim C Sn k is 1 when n ≥ k and 0 when n < k. The simple D 1 is onedimensional at every object except [0], with arrows acting by the one-by-one matrix (1); D 0 is one-dimensional at [0] and zero everywhere else. From this description, we see that every simple N -representation V defined over 
then pick a k-element subset of [n] so that f restricts to an injection on these elements. It follows that this subset maps via f * to a nonzero vector, and that f maps the average of all k-element subsets to a nonzero vector. Recalling that the source and target of f are at most one-dimensional, we are done.
It follows that the map f is an isomorphism for any simple whose dimension grows as a polynomial of degree at most d, and hence for any finite extension of such simples, by the 5-lemma. The claim follows for the finite length N -representation H i (Conf n M, Q). This proves Corollary 9.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let M be a Riemannian manifold equipped with l everywhere linearly independent vector fields, and write τ ⊆ T M for the resulting trivial vector subbundle of the tangent bundle of M . For V an inner product space, let B(V, ε) = {v ∈ V such that |v| < ε}. An embedding ι : B(R l , 1) −→ M is an exp-embedding if there is some ε > 0 so that ι coincides with scaling by ε followed by the exponential map B(τ ι(0) , ε) −→ M . Write eEmb(B(R l , 1), M ) for the space of exp-embeddings. We also extend the definition of exp-embedding to include embeddings of disjoint unions of balls that restrict to exp-embeddings on every component.
The disjoint union of n standard l-balls B l ⊔n = ⊔ n i=1 B(R l , 1) has a natural choice of l everywhere linearly independent vector fields. Evidently, the exp-embeddings between these spaces are closed under composition; write FE l for the resulting category with objects [n] for n ∈ N and Hom 
is an FE l -representation. Moreover, since homotopic maps induce the same linear map on cohomology, this action descends to π 0 FE l , the quotient category induced by taking path components of every homspace. We have mostly proved the following theorem, which is stronger than Theorem 1. Theorem 14. Let M be a smooth manifold admitting l everywhere linearly independent vector fields, and let k be a coefficient field. The assignment [n] → H i (PConf n (M ); k) is a representation of π 0 FE l , a category that simplifies further depending on l:
Further, if M is connected, orientable, and dimension at least two, then this representation is finitely generated.
Proof. The construction explained above gives the action of π 0 FE l ; we must show that these representations are finitely generated. The paper [CEF15] deduces finite generation even for the case l = 0 from the spectral sequence of Totaro [Tot96] , from which it follows for every other l (since π 0 FE 0 is naturally a subcategory of every other π 0 FE l .) The simplification of the category π 0 FE l depends on the following easy observations. When l = 0, exp-embeddings of 0-balls are just injections among disjoint unions of points; it follows that π 0 FE 0 ≃ FI, the category of finite sets with injections. For l = 1, a configuration of line segments in a line segment (up to homotopy) is the same as an ordering of the segments; this provides the isomorphism π 0 FE 1 ≃ N . When l ≥ 2, eEmb(B l ⊔n , B l ) is a connected space and so π 0 FE l = F.
Remark 15. The notation FE l is meant to evoke the "category of operations" for the little l-balls operad E l , introduced by May-Thomason in [MT78] . (Another popular notation for this category is E ⊗ l .) Our category is essentially an unbased analog of their category.
Remark 16. A version of this construction for l = 1 is essentially present in work of Berrick, Cohen, Wong, and Wu [BCWW06] , [Wu10] , although they are content to use the subcategory ∆ ⊆ N . It must be noted that Corollary 5, the statement on dimensions of cohomology of configuration spaces of manifolds with flows, could be deduced immediately from [BCWW06] and the Dold-Kan representation Lemma 10. Nevertheless, such a proof seems not to be present in the literature, despite considerable interest in the asymptotic behavior of these dimension sequences; and the use of N as opposed to ∆ is necessary if one wishes to obtain stability theorems for the character of the symmetric group actions, as in Corollary 7. Question 17. Is it possible to remove the assumption of orientabilty from Theorem 14? We have included the assumption in order to deduce finite generation from prior work. In principle, however, the Leray spectral sequence exposited by Totaro [Tot96] should accommodate non-orientable manifolds. Can an equally explicit description of E 2 be obtained in this case?
